
Practical No.13 

Title:- Write a program to draw a curve using Bezier’s algorithm. 

 

Theory: 

Bezier Curves 
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Bezier curves is another approach for the construction of the curve. In 
cubic Bezier curve four control points are used to specify complete 
curve. 

 The equations for Bezier curve are as given below 

 x=x4u3+3x3u2(1-u)+3x2u(1-u)2+x1(1-u)3

 y=y4u3+3y3u2(1-u)+3y2u(1-u)2+y1(1-u)3 

 z=z4u3+3z3u2(1-u)+3z2u(1-u)2+z1(1-u)3 
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 Another approach to construct the Bezier curve is 
called midpoint approach. In this approach the Bezier curve can be 
constructed simply by taking midpoints. In midpoint approach midpoints 
of the lines connecting four control points(A,B,C,D) are determined 
(AB,BC,CD).These midpoints are connected by the line segments and 
their midpoints ABC and BCD are determined. Finally these two 
midpoints are connected by line segments and its midpoint ABCD is 
determined. 

 The point ABCD on the Bezier curve divides the 
original curve into two sections .This males the points A,AB,ABC and 
ABCD are the control points for the first section and the points 
ABCD,BCD,CD and D are the control points for the second section. By 
considering two sections separately we can get two more sections for 
each separate section i.e .the original Bezier curve gets divided into 
four different curves. This process can be repeated to split the curve 
into smaller sections until we have sections so short that they can be 
replaced by straight lines or even until the sections are not bigger than 
individual pixels. 

 

Properties of Bezier Curve 

1. Simple approach to design a curve as it needs only 4 control points 

2. Bezier curve always passes through the first and last control pointe 
i.e curve has same end points as the guiding polygon 

3. The direction of the tangent vector at the end points is the same as 
that of the vector determined by first and last segments 

4. The curve lies entirely within the convex half formed by four control 
points 

5. The convex hull property for a Bezier curve ensures that the 
polynomial smoothly follows the control points 

6. This curve can be generated using midpoint approach instead of 
using equations. 
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Algorithm 

1. Get four control points say A(xA,yA), B(xB,yB BB),C(xC,yC),D(xD,yD) 

2. Divide the curve represented by points A,B,C and D in two 
sections 

xAB=(xA+xB)/2 
y

B

AB=(yA+yBB)/2 

xBC=(xB+xB C)/2 

yBC=(yB+yB C)/2 

xCD=(xC+xD)/2 

yCD=(yC+yD)/2 

xABC=(xAB+xBC)/2 

yABC=(yAB+yBC)/2 

xBCD=(xBC+xCD)/2 

yBCD=(yBC+yCD)/2 

xABCD=(xABC+xBCD)/2 

yABCD=(yABC+yBCD)/2 

3. Repeat the step 2 for section A,AB,ABC and ABCD and 
section ABCD,BCD,CD and D 

4. Repeat step 3 until we have sections so short that they can be 
replaced by straight lines 

5. Replace small sections by straight lines. 

6. Stop. 
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